Date: Thursday, October 24, 2019
TIME: 11:30 – 1 pm
PLACE: Palmer Commons
Boardroom #1

• 11:30 – 12 pm: Meet and Greet – LUNCH PROVIDED
• 12 pm: Discussion
• Guest: Lorraine Currie – Director, Enterprise Strategic Risk Management
• Topic: Enterprise Strategic Risk Management, Risk Philosophy and Common Risk Language

Committee Members:
- Kevin Hegarty, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
- Brian J Love, (CHAIR) Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
- David Lott, Graduate Student, Business Administration MBA
- Elena Gallo, Associate Professor of Astronomy, College of LS&A
- Erhan Bayraktar, Professor of Actuarial Sciences and Professor Mathematics, College of LS&A
- Erik Marshall, Lecturer II in Language, Culture and Communication
- Keith Riles, Professor of Physics
- Liza Hochberg, Undergraduate Student, Business Administration
- Magdalena Ivanova, Research Assistant Professor, Neurology
- Maryjo Banasik, Director, Faculty and Operational Support Activities
- Melissa Kennedy, Administrative Assistant Senior, Utilities
- Reed Dunnick, Professor of Radiology, Medical School
- Nancy Allee, Librarian, Health Sciences Library, University Library and Librarian, Learning Health Sciences, Medical School
- Raffi Indjejikian, Professor of Accounting, Stephen M Ross School of Business
- Walt Borland, Adjunct Clinical Associate Professor of Information, School of Information
- Jane Jakeway, Staff Support, Executive Assistant to the EVPCFO

Next Meeting: